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FRESHWAT~ATFISHES OF NEW ENGLAND 

by Lee Finley, Pascoag, Rhode Island 

When talk drifts to aquarium cat.fishes, ·the three main 
areas that generally end up under discussion are Africa, South 
A."llerica, and Southeast Asia--·that is, unless there is a native
fish enthusiast in the discussion. In that case, the discussion 
may have a tendency to drift back a little closer to home. 

There are J9 species of freshwater catfishes native to 
the U.S. Thirty-eig."lt oi' these belong to the same :family, 
Ictaluridae. The one other species, Arius felis, commonly 
known as the Har~1ead Catfish, belongs to the :family Ariidae,and is 
basically a saltwater species. On occasion, however, ~t ~s 
known to enter fresh water. This fish has been reported from 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island. In the :family Ictaluridae, 
five genera are recognized. They are Ictalurus (11 species), 
Noturus (24 species), P¥lodiotis (1 species), Satan (1 species), 
and Trogloglanis ( 1 spec1.es). 

New England has fewer species of fish than many other 
regions of the continent. While over 775 species of fish 
have been described from North America, the 1979 Massachusetts 
Fish List prepared by the Division of' Fisheries and Wildlife 
lists only 80. The number of catfish species found in New 
England is also low. To date, seven species have been recorded 
from this area. Five are members of the genus Ictalurus and 
two are members of the genus Noturus. Some of these f1.shes 
are native to New England; some have been introduced; and 
the status of some is controversial. 

Maintaining these catfishes in aquaria presents no 
major problems. Some do attain a rather large size, and it 
is recommended to start with smaller individuals. They are 
all somewhat predatory, so care should be taken not to keep 
them with substantially smaller fishes. Basically they are 
omnivorous feeders--not very picky regarding food. One nice 
feature of these fishes is that their temperature requirements 
are not strict; they may be kept in unheated aquaria year-round. 
With the way electric bills are today, this is a real plus. 

Now I'd like to present a synopsis of the species of 
catfishes that are found in N(~W England. They area 

1. Ictalurus nebulosus. the Brown Bullhead. This is 
the common nat1.ve bullhead-of the region. The body coloration 
is usually black to dark brown with a pale gray to whitish 
underside. The four chin barbels are black. The caudal fin 
is squarish in shape. The Brown Bullhead is found in ponds, 
lakes, and streams. It may reach a maximum length o:f slightly 
over 20 inches. though most fish seen are much smaller. Large 
numbers of young are available during the summer. 
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2. Ictalurus melas, the Black Bullhead. This is an 
introduced species and has a spotty distribution in New England. 
It is reported from Connecticut and Massachusetts! but doe~ . 
not appear to be widespnead in either state. It ~s very s~m~~ar 
to the Brown Bullhead, but can be distinguished by the serrat~ons 
on the posterior edge of the pectoral fin spine. On the Black 
Bullhead, these serrations are small and weak, while on the 
Brown Bullhead, they are larger and more well developed. This 
fish reaches a rnaximu.TJl length of around 15 inches. 

J. Ictalurus natalis, the Yellow Bullhead. There is some 
question whether this ~s a native or introduced species. Its 
range in New England includes all of the states except Maine. 
Throughout New England, its distribution is somewhat spotty, 
and it is not as common generally as the more widespread Brown 
Bullhead. In Rhode Island, it is known to be found in the 
northeastern part of the state, though other areas probably 
harbor it. The Yellow Bullhead is stockier than the Brown 
Bullhead. It is usually lighter in color, though this may 
vary with habitat. There is usually a yellowish cast to the 
body, especially in the ventral region. It can be distinguished 
from the Brown Bullhead by two main characteristicsa (1) the 
four chin barbels are whitish to yellow in color on the Yellow 
Bullhead, and (2). the caudal fin is more rounded in appearance. 
The maximum size of this fish is around 15 inches. 

4. The fourth fish to be considered is Ictalurus catus, 
the White Catfish. This is a large species wh~ch may reach 
lengths slightly over two feet. It has been introduced into 
Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island. In Rhode Island, 
populations are known in the Pawcatuck River and in a few 
lakes and ponds. The body color is blue to blue-gray above, 
and whitish below. The four chin barbels are white and the 
caudal fin is forked. 

5. The fifth fish is already an aquarium favorite. This 
is Ictalurus punctatus, the Channel Catfish. In Connecticut 
and Massachusetts, it is common in the Connecticut River. One 
or two populations are known to exist in Rhode Island lakes. 
Little needs to be said here, since this fish is so widespread 
in the hobby. It can be noted tl1at the New England populations 
of this fish are the "normal" variety, not the albino. Lengths 
in excess of _four feet are attained. 

The sixth and seventh ca.t_fishes of' New England belong 
to the genus Noturus, whose members are known as madtoms. 

6. Noturus gyrinus, the I'adpol_e Mad tom. This species 
somewhat resembles a small bullhead, but can be differentiated 
by the i'act that the adipose fin is continuous with the caudal. 
The body color can range i'rom yellowish to g_ceenish gray. The 
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ventral region is lighter in color. H1e :four chin barbels 
are whitish. On the side may be seen a dark horizon·tal line. 
This fish is quite secre·ti ve. and spends most of' its time hiding 
under rocks and logs or in beer cans. (No joke --one of the 
best ways to collect them is to pick up submerged cans and empty 
them into your net.) They pre_fer quiet waters. Care is 
necessary with this :fish (as well as other No:t':!~ species), 
as they possess poison glands at the bases of the dorsal and 
pectoral spines. These may inflict very painful injuries. 
z-Also true o:f bUl.lheads--Ed.7 The range o:f the Tadpole Madtom 
1s very restricted in New England; small populations are known 
from Massachusetts and New Hampshire. There is some controversy 
as to whether this fish is native or introduced in Massachusetts. 
Halliwell (1979) feels that it is native, but there are opposing 
views to ·this conclusion. In New Hampshire, it is considered 
introducE-d (Scarola, 1973) and i·t is thought that it was 
most likely introduced mixed in ~Ni th a stocking of' the Yellow 
Bullhead. 'fhis fish was introduced into Europe as an aquarium 
fish during the last century. Ref'erence to it can be read 
in Sterba's Freshwater .Fishes of the World (Pet Library and 
TFH reprint)-under the nowlnvalid-genusname Schilbeodes. 
The illustration in this source is not very good. 

7. The second species of madtom f'ound in New England is 
Noturus ins~gnis, the Margined Madtom. This species reaches 
a length of' around six inches, which is somewhat larger than 
the Tadpole Madtom. It .is round only in New Hampshire, of' the 
New England states, and is considered an introduced species. 
It is yellowish to gray in color and thinner and more elongated 
than the Tadpole Madtom. It prefers :fast-running water and 
is usually found in rocky areas. 
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MO.NQ...Tl:!E_~T.E..ESEY __ QQ_A_~~- -FRESH, SOFT, ACID, HARD, ALKALINE.~.-
& BRACKISH, by Bruce Gebhardt, Phil a., PA 

On May 7, NANFA members John Brill, Livingston, NJ, a~d 
Buz Allen, Phila., Pa., led fellow members Lee Harper, Med~a. 
Pa., and me, along with several non-member killie enthusiasts, 
on an expedition to ocean and Monmouth Counties, NJ, no:t~ . 
and east of the Pine Barrens. Two of the non-members--~n~t~ally 
contemptuous of natives--will probably join; from that you 
may infer that the trip was successful. 

May 7 was a nearly perfect spring day--about 70° and 
sunny. Later, a chilly wind blew in, dropping the temperature 
to perhaps the low 50s, though it remained sunny. 

The trip was an exploratory one. John knows a lot of 
sites in the area, but he wanted to find new ones rather 
than hit his usual ones. We collected at two freshwater spots 
and one brackish one, after exploring a number of other, 
mostly brackish ones without success. 

Site One--:f11esh, pro babl'y soft_!_ acid 

Eventually we came to a promising spot. By the time 
you read this, we will be able to describe it exactly, but 
at this writing, all that can be said is that the site is 
on Herbertsville Rd. , southern Monmouth or 0 cean County. West 
of the road is a long, perpendicular-to-the-road, dammed-up 
pond, obviously freshwater. Under the road, the water drops 
to begin app8.rently tidal mudflats of a branch of the Manasquan 
Hiver. That side of the road did not seem fishable and no 
fish were seen, so we looked on the west side. Some boys were 
fishing in the pond. Their bucket contained a couple of nice 
Black Crappies--pronounced crQppies in midwestern, cr~ppies in 
eastern, and Pomoxis nigromaculatus in Latin. 

A side street perpendicular to Herbertsville Rd. parallels 
the north side of the pond. We parked _ 
on the side street. On the opposite side of the street from 
the pond is a suburban-type housing tract. We explored the 
barms of the pond. Lee, using a handnet, scored immediately 
with a beautiful, blue-streaked and -spotted male Banded Sunfish 
(Enneacanthus obesus). A few other exploratory thrusts produced 
nothlng startling, so we decided to leave and return later for 
a more thorough exploration. 

Site Two- -fr_esh, but brackish_-infl uenc ed, hard & alkaline 

We went north until, c.cossing a wide stream, we saw 
signs announcing we vvere in the Manasquan management aL~ea. 
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We turned into a dirt road paralleling the stream, later . 
identified as the Manasquan River. The river seemed potentlally 
difficult to work--deep, dirty. and probably tidal. The banks 
were black, muddy,and plantless. On the other side of the road, 
as at the first site, there was a completely different aquatic 
environment--a freshwater swamp pond, appearing to be a typical 
Pine Barrens habitat. Not so; John's pH tests--and a conserva
tion officer's later confirmation--revealed that the water was 
alkaline. There was a goodly amount of duckweed afloat on the 
pond to lend credence to this; most aquarists have difficulty 
growing it in acid water. The: pH question might be appealable 
on the basis of sphagnum lining the banks of the pond and a 
strain of admittedly straggly bladderwort (Utricularia) in 
the water. Both species are associated with acid environments. 
The proximity of the pond to brackish water probably accounts 
for the chemical and botanical anomalies. 

The most common fish netted in the pond, despite the 
chemistry, was the Bluespotted Sunfish (Enneacanthus gloriosus). 
I was able to net two magnificent pairs, Tille total length of 
each specimen was about 2". The males were among the most 
beautiful I've seen,with showy blue spots on a dark background, 
red eyes, and lots of red-orange in the anal fin. The spots 
spill over from the body onto the fins. 

I am unused to finding this species in alkaline water, 
though the Atlas avers that it ventures up into the Susquehanna 
in Pennsylvania. In that extension of its range, it leaves 
behind the oth~r two Enneacanthus species, chaetodon {Blackbanded) 
and obesus; thls was only the second site at which I have found 
Bluespots without either or both of the the other species. 
My experience with the species is mostly Pine Barrens-type 
environment up and down the Atlantic Seaboard. 

Waiting in a bucket, the four I caught lost some of their 
magnificence. Their fins tore. This always occurs with this 
species. It is hard to believe that they do it to each other, 
since they're normally mild-mannered. Perhaps their fins are 
just unusually suceptible to chemical or physical damage. 

We found only two other species at the site: either 
Bluegills(Lei?.Q~ ~ochirus)or Pumpkinseeds (1. gibbosus)-
they were babies and we were uncertain which; maybe both--
and eels. 'rhe latter were maybe 6" long. They are fascinating 
aquarium species--one is tempted to say "pets"--but they 
inevitably find their way out of the tank. 

Officer of the Law -----
We took some Bluespotteds, then departed for new 

environs--afte~ a brief diversion. 

My collecting permit in New Jersey requires me to give 
advance notice of collection. While I did not know where I 
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would be collecting, 1 gave three counti~s in w~ich ! wo~ld 
probably be. Now along came a conservat1on off1cer 1n hlS 
maroon Chrysler. Although he could not have known where I'd. 
be, he knew my name from my message, and he checked credent1a1s. · 
It's my opinion that he'd never met fish-collectors before; 
the opening colloquies were rather tense. Eventually we smoothed 
out relations. This was the t'irst time I have ever been stopped 
while collecting. 

~ack to Site One 

We returned to the first site for some intensive collecting. 
We drove into the side street again and I immediately launched 
myself into the pond. The shoreline was congested with branches 
and rimmed with floating algae, pine needles, and other flotsam. 
I collect with a one-man, 4•x4• sei1ne on poles. I thrust it 
under the junk and between branches, perpendicularly into the 
bank, then opening it as I raised it, in order to encompass as 
much flotsam as possible. Rewarding me was one of America's 
most common--and most spectacular--collecting sights. The 
net held about a 6" Pumpkinseed (Lepomis gibbosus)in glorious 
coJor--sides blue and green with orange spots, bright red "ear," 
and inc~edibly yellow fins. All hands with cameras went to 
work as it lay in the net. (I'd left mine home, not wanting 
to slow down other collectors with my photographing!.~ But 
Buz told me, "When you go somewhere with Brill, you've always 
got to be ready for some camera work.") Had I been "armed," 
r would have bu:cned a lot of film mys.elf. 

Shortly after, I retired from active seining. My six-year
old, $6 sneakers had fallen apart completely, and were flopping 
loosely around my ankles. I knew it was time to retire when, 
at the first site, I felt something wriggling in my shoe other 
than my toes. A Leopard Frog had slipped between the canvas 
and the flapping rubber sole! Several repair attempts after 
that failed, so I gave up. I handed my seine over to a lady 
who accompanied one of the killie fans and gave her lessons 
(with the seine). She came up with a nice pair of young 
obesus. Meanwhile, the others unfurled their long seines and 
came up with more obesus, Pumpkinseeds, and eventually a 
crappie. Lee was naturally after a breeding-size female 
obesus to go with the beautiful male he'd opened with. He 
eventually got it, in dramatic fashion; he had to wait until 
the very last netful before he had to leave. 

We were getting ready to seek another site when a local 
resident hastened our departure. He said the pond had been 
closed to swimmers years ago on account of septic-tank run-off 
from the adjoining housing development! And here I was with 
my bramble-scratched, tick-bitten legs. What are the early 
warning signs of hepatitis? Of some comfort: our informant 
acknowledged that locals happily eat the fish they catch there. 
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On to Site Three: Brackish 
---··-· --------------· 

We spent a lot of time looking fo:c new brackish sites. 
We failed to find an approach from the seashore resorts on 
the barr~er island fringing much of the New Jersey coast. ~t ~ 
was gett1ng late, so John teok us to his and Buz,z • s Old Rell.ab.Le · 
The site is in the Toms River area, on Fischer Blvd. about J 
o:c.4 miles nortn of' NJ J·Zte. J?. There an obviously brackish creek 
fr1nged by tall reeds crossen t.he road. 

We began on the east Slcte. John. Buz, and the others took 
their 12' seines into the creek where it narrowed to enter a 
culvert carrying it under the road. The bottom is fairly 
firm in the center, though mucky at the edges and in the de~p 
part near the culvert. Each sweep brought up hundreds of flsh. 
Many were xillies and the rest were silversides (Menidia sp./spp.). 
I've talked with midwesterners who have kept their own species 
of silversides; why doesn't somebody write about them? These 
little atherinids are notorious for fragility. It's hard to 
keep them alive even for a few minutes in a collecting bucket; 
possibly they are hurt in capture. Because of their reputation 
for fragility, their unprepossessing appearance, and the collecting 
party• s interest in killies, onl.y John wanted to keep any. That 
was for a bizarre photographic project you wouldn't believe if 
I described it. Most silversides caught at this site were under 
2~", but in a later trip, two that were over 5" were netted-
the largest I've ever seen. 

We caught four species of killies at the site. Buz said 
there were two others sometimes found there, but not at this 
time of year. Those two are Fundulus luciae and F. majalis. 
Buz has bred all of the site•s-siX kllll.es except-majalis. 

Perhaps the most common killie in rather saltv brackish 
water from-New England to the Gulf is the Common Killie (Cyprino
.9:2.!! v_ariegatus) --a "pupfish," as the genus name indicates. This 
hyperactive little fish (1") is quite attractive. Some males 
have reddish or red-orange bellies and :fins. At some sites, 
probably those further south or on the Gulf Coast, I believe, 
the tint is truer red or red-orange. The fins of mature 
males have dark margins. The back is a mixture of dark hues. 
The male's most striking distinction, however, is an iridescent 
chevron draped across the nape.: one arm of the V on each side, 
pointing 'back and dovm. The chevron can be as skv-blue metallic 
as you've ever seen on a fish, but sometimes it seems turquoise, 
aqua, or silver, pi:'obably depending largely on the angle of the 
light. Females lack the chevron and the reddish trim. They 
have a light yellow to yellow background color with dark 
blotches--somewhat reminiscent of the Leopard Frog mentioned 
above, actually. The dorsal often carries a black spot. 

l t should be noted that there is much variabil i t~y in 
color even at anv one site, let alone between sites hundreds 
of miles apart. · 
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There has been much discussion in American Currents about 
thA diffe2Emccc between Fundulus heteroclltus and_!:. diaphanus. 
John Eccleston raised thTs in November in the course of general 
commentary on the inadequacy of many published sour?es a~ guides. 
to identification, One of' the reasons I went on th1s tr1p was 
to refresh my memory as to the distinctions. Having done so, 
I agree with Bill Kenney's observation: you can read all the 
keys you want to and not understand the distinction, but when 
you have seen the two species in the field, thing~ become 
clea.c--or at least clearer. Some specimens, part1.cu1arly 
young ones-- confuse at least the inexpert eye. 

The·main distinctioh between adults is shape. F. hetero
clitus are stockier, with blunter, more rounded snouts. Adult 
males of the two species are easy to distinguish. E· diaphanus 
male~ have a lot of closely-spaced, bluish-silver vertical 
stripes. Ground color can be anywhere from yellowish drab to 
bluish gray. In Pennsylvania and Southeastern Massachusetts, 
I've caught blue-gray males with bright greenish blue fins; 
stripes were sometimes bright greenish blue also. At this 
site, most males had pa~tially clear, yellowish-tinged fins, 
witi1 white-blue metallic patches on some of the anals. On 
a subsequent trip I caught one male with bright yellow fins. 
Heteroclitus males, when mature, routinely have bright yellow 
f1ns, and bodies spangled with gold. They often have blue 
stripes too, but these tend to be subtle. The males taken 
here were·very similar to their conspecifics which Eric Sweet 
and I caught in Winthrop, Mass. a couple of years ago. At 
an all-freshwater site near Philadelphia, by contrast, where 
the fish never taste salt, males have well-spangled bodies, 
but clear fins. 

Females are less certainly distinguished, at least by 
me. The shape distinction prevails, of course, so that's 
most valuable. My slides show that F. hetero. females have 
less distinct vertical black bars, very thlnLand relatively 
close together, on the rear part of the body only. My photo
g:;_~aphed diaphanus female has slightly more obvious vertical 
bars, on the front part of the sides also, slightly further 
apart. 

I had never seen, or never noticed, the Rainwater Killie 
(Lucania parva)before, but this is a very impressive little 
fish. Par~ means small, and li" was about tops. Note that 
genus name--the same as the more familiar L. goodei, the Florida 
Blue-fin. Indeed, there is great similarity. They have about 
the same shape. Rainwater Killie males, however, lack the 
brilliant blue in dorsal and anal, though in the right light 
there is a blue-white sheen. Also, their bodies lack the 
black horizontal stripe of goQde~; body color is nondescript 
yellowish or paler. Sometimes there are vaguely rect-
angular, not-solid dark• :blotches along the sides, in both 
sexes, particularly in a dark setting. The chief decoration 
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of _Earva which outshines the ,tWQ_dei is a grea~er amo'!nt <;>f 
red in the anal :'in . Overall, thJ..s spec1.es J..S 
admittedly not as colorful as its better known cong~ner, but 
it is still an attractive, appealing fish--a potentJ..al sour?e 
of consolation for those of us without access to the Blue-fJ..n. 

Females lack the red and the blue sheen. When caught, 
they resemble female Cambusia. Males have a black spot on 
the dorsal which females iack. 

Besides the two missing killies, John and Buz have found 
flounders, gobies, and sticklebacks at the site. On a second 
visit, I caught a 1~" Alewif'e (Alosa pseudohax-;e:ngus}or Blueback 
He~rin~ (!2_. ae~tl valis) ._ ---

After some time on the east, seaward side of the road 
(this site is just a mile or two' west of:,the~ ocean), the collect
ing party crossed to the west side. '.rhere is a large pond 
there which is fed by freshwater streams. Consequently,there 
is a mixtur~ of freshwater and brackish species. John and 
Buz predicted spectacular Pumpkinseeds. We didn't see any 
on the first collecting trip; however, when John Eccleston 
and I visited a week later, we caught one--not as yellow of 
fin and body as the ones at Site One, but endowed with particu
larly deep shades of green and blue on the sides. We shot 
slide after slide! Jofl.n Brill also reported finding Enneacanthus 
ob~sus here, but I haven't seen any in my two visits. 

Tidal fluctuations vary species mix from one hour to 
another. In our first visit, we caught literally hundreds 
of .E. heterocli tus; in the second, John Eccleston and I 
caught one male and one female, period. There is a regular 
gradation of species as one moves from west to east. Buz 
reports that !!· parva and C. variegatus appear in larger pro
portion east of our east-sTde collecting site. 
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